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A. Disclaimer
Please read the following notice carefully before proceeding to read this Whitepaper
document issued by Women In Move Solutions Private Limited company incorporated and
existing under the laws of the South Africa (hereinafter – ‚Distributor‛).
This notice applies to all persons who read this document. Please note this notice may be altered
or updated.
The Whitepaper does not constitute any relations between you (hereinafter – ‚you‛
or ‚Holder‛) and the Distributor. Women In Move Solutions will be referred to as WIMS.
Acquiring of the WIMT /WIM tokens/coins or taking part in WIMS business activities is in itself
an acceptance of WIMS Terms and Conditions (hereinafter – ‚T&C‛). The T&C are published at
the website https://www.wims.io/termsandconditions.txt.
Different countries have different regulations and requirements for their citizens with regards
crypto and blockchain industry activities such as Bitcoin, trading, exchanges, Smart Contracts,
DAO, Distributed Applications (dApps) and the like.
WIMS is a collection of various traditional business activities, of blockchain and crypto ventures
for empowering women and protecting them all over the world and as such, anyone anywhere
will fit into one of these because not all these are prohibited in all countries. This is supported
by the fact that UN Women are embracing blockchain.
Why not focus on a single project? We want to eliminate investment risk created by volatile
crypto assets, offer various women choice and create self reliant and self sustaining ecosystem.
One of WIMS‘s objective is to assist UN women in their search for blockchain solutions that will
help women15. ‚UN Women on the hunt for a blockchain solution‛, by Amy Lieberman (2018)16.
Any complaints, criticism, enquiries, questions relating to the legality or compliance
matters must be sent in writing to legal@wims.io.
This document will not give details on how each venture of WIMS will operate. That will be
done by each division. Each division will publish their own sub-white papers and mini-business
plans. These will have details of how ventures will work, budget and auditing deliverables.
Remember Bitcoin White Paper was not more than 15 papers and it is not necessary to convert a
white paper to a fully detailed business plan.
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B. Executive Summary
In the last nine years from 2009 until 2018, we have seen the rise of blockchain businesses all
over the world with a very wide gender gap.
According to Kelsey Cole (2018), ‚Only 4-6% of Blockchain and cryptocurrency participants are
female‛ 1.
The problem of lack of a substantial participation of women in the blockchain is so acute
that any mere search for females vs males in the blockchain on internet brings many
shocking articles.
You might have noted the active legal director of the incorporated WIMS is one male
person Bernard Sibanda and ask why?
He is just a facilitator and a care-taker, co-coordinator whose role is to release all shares to the
right powerful women bread by activities of WIMS. All what WIMS will be is to have 196
active women visionary directors, each representing 196 countries of the world. If this fails,
then this whole WIMS is a farce.
The five articles below support the above statement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where Are The Women In The Blockchain Network2?
Women In Blockchain And Crypto: How To Tackle Gender Inequality3.
Crypto Is Booming. But Where Are The Women4.
We need more women in blockchain& cryptocurrency5.
Cryptocurrencies for Change: Why We Need Women on the Blockchain6.

Surprisingly we have more women in social media than men7. Then why such a huge gap when
it comes to blockchain1?
Given that we have 70% of the world’s poor being women8 and that the top 10 cryptocurrency
billionaires are men9and a well-known fact that women as parents are key founders of any
society. Holding other factors like education, national economic developments, there is a big
need to solve the gender gap in the blockchain and worldwide.
Therefore eliminating world poverty requires effective approaches for empowering women
financially. And blockchain businesses combined with traditional ones are the world’s most
viable alternatives for women to solve this.
WIMS is a collection of blockchain business ventures aimed at gender balance in the blockchain
and in other businesses. WIMT is a token for gluing the coordinated technical skills transfer
among men and women.
WIMS’ objectives are pragmatic: - get women to create blockchains, mine cryptocurrencies,
create and run cryptocurrency exchanges, create and run cryptocurrency trading engines, hard
fork coins, compete in groups in creating security systems and runs blockchain innovation R &
D activities, create blockchain solutions which reduce or eliminate women abuse.
We hope you will enjoy reading this article!
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C. Introduction
About WIMS
WIMS refers to a global blockchain based community engaged in different businesses with
one aim: Empowerment Of Women.
There are many organizations named Women In Move (WIM) and are not related to Women In
Move Solutions (WIMS). For us WIM is the coin to be created under guidelines stated below.
To avoid being linked and listed as a scam movement, WIMS is a registered entity.
It is not a women only movement but a movement where all participants do businesses and
make profit with women as key members and men as co-members. Empowering women is
actually empowering all families because women are our mothers, wives, sisters, grannies,
daughters.
Why WIMS? WIMS wants to see the following achieved:

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

-Business : Have access to WIMS Services and products(Loans, Training, Trading, Good
Reviews, Exchanges, Apps, Online Services)
- Economic : Secure Investment(1 Token backed by Multiple Projects)
- Gender : Promote Women Empowerment world wide
- Social : promote global unity and promote respect for women
- Technological : Produce effective and efficient solutions
- Psychological : Promote self esteem, reliance, fulfillment
- Spiritual : Promote religious beliefs of participants
- Political : Promote women political governance
- Physical : Support wellness of human beings

Vision
Dream of a day when millions of women all over the world mine transactions, create blocks and
get rewarded in cryptocurrency.
Dream of a day they provide blockchain efficient services: systems that are easy to use, easy
to adopt, secure and scalable like social media.
WIMS aims to kick start a revolution worldwide which will achieve these types of
dreams without being gender biased.
Our mission is to emancipate women and the poor from chains of poverty, physical abuse
through cutting edge blockchain solutions in an acceptable way.
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What do WIMS solve?

Figure 1:https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spaghetti-Junction-Crop.jpg

1.
2.
3.
4.

Blockchain gender gap.
Worldwide poverty.
Blockchain educational problems.
Geographic and cultural barriers hinder women progress.

5. Social, psychological, religious, cultural obstacles enslaving women and driving them out of
the blockchain.
6. Spread further blockchain good news.
7. User experience.
8. Physical abuse of women world wide.

Solution
1. Work with women in creating an easy, less expensive, efficient and secure
blockchain services and businesses.
2. With our philosophy, let women do and men coach, work with women in creating
financially viable blockchain businesses: women run ICOs, exchanges, mine coins, trade and
create smart contracts.
3. Train women through involvement, coaching and positive attitude.
4. Work with women to produce blockchain products that break or free women
from geographic and cultural barriers.
5. Engage women in creating distributed apps that are censorship free.
6. Create awareness blockchains benefits such as fast global transactions, immutable systems,
secure and affordable services.
7. Abstract and implement best practices from Centralized and Decentralized worlds.
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8. Influence gender change in many big world organizations.
9. WIMS will create and use WIM Token named WIMT for fund raising and for giving votes to
stakeholders and will also develop the most popular and best ever WIM blockchain and
WIM coin – a digital currency for shoppers.

Women will be incorporated into groups and compete in creating blockchains, distributed
Applications, smart contracts, exchanges, wallets, mining and training and solutions which
eliminate abuse.

D. Market Size

Figure 2: https://next.autonomous.com/insights/2030-projection-of-blockchain-technology-market

‚Blockchain Market size is set to exceed USD 16 billion marks by 2024; according to a
new research report by Global Market Insights, Inc10.
Take the worst case scenario that WIMS just gain 0.001% of 16 Billion by 2024. That will be
worth $16 million.
According to a recent research by Hubary Yuan from Huobi Pro Company, there are 20 million
blockchain users. Internet users are 4 billion out of the world population of 6 Billion.
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Figure 3:https://www.blockchainfestival.com/video/

In Figure 3, the yellow circle represent blockchain users, green circle represent Internet users and the blue
circle represent 6 billion people in the world.
With regards to gender gap, he says their study showed that there is 17% female bitcoin community.

Figure 4:https://www.blockchainfestival.com/video/

In Figure 4, the green slice of the circle represent female portion of the bitcoin community.
This is clear that WIMS is not only viable but will help solve not only gender gap but bring more users to
the blockchain.
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E. Target Market

WIMS’ target markets are all women in the world i.e. 3.8 billion11 and all men because our
principle is to innovate with women as active implementers using the blockchain technology
because it is at its infant14.
One of WIMS‘s objective is to assist UN women in their search for blockchain solutions that
will help women15.‚UN Women on the hunt for a blockchain solution‛, by Amy Lieberman
(2018)16. It is clear that WIMS aims is address a big identified problem: UN needs blockchain to
solve its own goals17.

F. Marketing Strategy
Each division of WIMS has got coordinators and they will be responsible for marketing
that division.
WIMS will hold competitions, bounties, airdrops and token distributions to
selected communities.
All members will be required to run campaigns to promote all projects of WIMS in all
women organizations.
Marketers and promoters will receive payments in form of WIM Tokens which will later be
redeemed for WIM Coins.
All men who will to support WIMS will be given discounts.
WIM Coin will be branded as a bond of love among families, husbands and wives, fathers and
daughters and as a shopper’s petty cash. WIM Coin will sponsor fashion shows, women
beauty products, education and business.
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G. WIMS Ecosystem

Women In Move Solutions [WIMS] are collections of blockchain business ventures for different
communities. Some groups/ventures will develop; others will run exchanges, training,
distributed services, smart contracts, mining bitcoins, trading, hackathons, blockchain
securities, forks, blockchain content providers and trading projects.
This sounds impossible and too much. Not at all, WIMS will cater for all different types of
needs with different groups, in different countries.
Various blockchain solutions created with women will address women financial, economic, and
educational needs.
Organizations and all individuals around the world are welcome to join WIMS.
WIMS will be adhering to 3 principles:

✓
✓
✓

Have more women than men.
Transfer of critical skills to women.
Positivity, motivation, patience and training.

H. Membership Benefits
Investors, stakeholders, members will have the benefit of investing once and getting multiple
benefits. Holding a WIM or WIMT will entitle one to access to WIMS exchanges, votes, mining
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rights, profits, employment screening, vendor services, and discounts and above all, the
adoption of WIM will give rise to the coin.
WIM will be mined by WIMS and delegated vendors who meet WIMS principles.

I. Blockchain

Figure 5:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain

Problem with most blockchains
1. Nodes broadcast and this on its own has network negative effects. Efficient network
systems route messages.
2. Slow.
3. Stolen bitcoins cannot be reversed even if found.
4. Open public ledger has hashed transaction data not linked to authentic verified accounts.
5. Security of bitcoins is with the owners who are used to trusting 3rd parties like banks.
6. In most countries blockchain products like bitcoin are neither legal nor illegal.
7. Being public and open source, block chains are easily forked.
8. Designed as a weapon for fighting financial centralized institutions like banks.
9. Speculative and volatile.
10. Not scalable.
11. Data duplication across nodes.
12. Controlled by miners.
Blockchain solutions on the road
Blockchain 3.0
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Figure 6: https://coinsutra.com/3rd-generation-blockchain/

According to SudhirKhatwani, 3rd generational blockchains will have
Scalability, Interoperability, Sustainability and Governance12.
How many blockchains are we going to have in 50 years’ time? How many hard forks are going
to be there in 50 years’ time? How big is the block size and how big will it be in 50 years’ time?

Figure 7:https://www.statista.com/statistics/647523/worldwide-bitcoin-blockchain-size/

The above graph shows exponential data growth of block size and should tell let all people
know that the blockchain foundation is not good. This is also supported by blocksplain13.

What does WIMS offer in this use case? The primary focuses of WIMS are investor ROI via
uplifting women in the blockchain. Women all over the world will be provided with a space to
form groups, compete (hackathons) and come up with a better open ledger data structure
implementing best principles of centralized and decentralized worlds. It may not be one
solution but a combination of solutions.
WIMS will usher a blockchain/hashed data structure which implements these: routing, multiple
sub-chains, efficient, fast, secure, user experience, legal, assert based, private, regulated, reliable,
stable and scalable.
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WIM Coin:

The WIM Coin will be created from WIM blockchain. Women will compete worldwide to
create a blockchain which is secure, efficient, scalable and fast.
Prior to the creation of the WIM blockchain, WIMS will involve experimental blockchain
activities with women such as creating and running exchanges, forking coins – top 3, mining,
security, studying their flows.
This does not mean all men and women at WIMS will do the same activities. Different activities
will be run in different countries by different groups.
Utility value of the WIM coin will be daily use such as shopping.
WIM blockchain will eliminate all weaknesses of blockchain such as lack of scalability, speed,
lack of recovery of hacked coins, anti-centralization, high transaction fees, problems of power,
rich getting richer through Proof of Stack, data redundancy, network broadcasting and
problems of consensus.
It will implement the best practices of the centralized world such as tracking hackers and
criminals, international compliancy, lack of banks being hard forked, lack of anonymity-fueling
criminals, governments will be happy with WIM.
WIM will be the best of both worlds.

WIMT :

WIMT – WIM Token will be created for fund raising using ERC20 on the ethereum network.
WIMT will be used up until WIM is running. All investors, shareholders, stakeholders,
developers, marketers, advisors will purchase WIMT or be paid with WIMT .
WIMT will be listed on exchanges to be traded for other crypto assets and fiat. One (1) WIMT
will be $0.01.
Hard Cap : 80 000 000 000 WIMT = $800 000 000 = 11 WIM projects.
Explanation:
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The initial cost of WIMT is $0.01. WIM will run at least 11 different projects as state in this
white paper to eliminate risk.
Each project, for example, WIM exchanges, is allocated 8 Billion WIMT which are equivalent to
$800 million for 195 countries of the world. This makes each country qualify for approximately
$4102564.10. This is enough to fund and effectively run at least one WIM exchange per
country.
Soft Cap: 16 000 000 000 WIMT = $ 112000000 = 11 WIM projects.
Explanation:
The initial cost of WIMT is $0.01. WIM will run at least 11 different projects as stated in this
white paper to eliminate risk. The Soft Cap per country is $5.6million.
Token Supply: 80 000 000 000 WIMT
Beon (2018) says “There are many opposing opinions on this topic in the crypto world
but, from looking at the data from past and present ICO’s, it appears there is no right or
wrong approach”*.
Why have we chosen 80 Billion? We want each and every eligible person to participate. We
started with tokens whose value is less than an American cent but aim to make each person on
earth have the chance to have one. All unsold WIMT by the end of the crowdsale will be burnt.
The more one buys in the beginning will be better because burning will increase demand due to
scarcity. Every five years supply and demand will be evaluated and adjusted accordingly so that
the token/coin is not inflationary but at the same time is accessible to all.

J. Sales
Pre – Sale

: 1. WIMT = $0.00035/R0.005 [20%] = 0.0000022ETH
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: This gives 50% Discount to early birds.
Sale

: 1 WIMT = $0.0007/R0.001[80%] = 0.0000045 ETH

After studying many different projects including those that involved pre-mining, we have
come to realize that the distribution and allocations of tokens in the beginning of the project is
not universally standardized. It differs from project to project and always early investors,
project starters, developers and coordinating team seem to benefit at the expense of late comers.
Most investors and stakeholders distrust hidden agendas, meaning not disclosing all
information about: who got what? When? How? And Why? WIM will avoid this by letting you
have all information on how things are done and why?
The crowdsale and token distribution will be as follows:
20% WIMT will be distributed via pre-sale at 50% discount. Pre-sale price = $0.00035.
80%WIMT will be publicly sold for $0.0007
WIM has about 4000 members over 5 countries since 2018 January and starting to market to
these by distributing WIMT tokens to them is a just move and a marketing strategy similar to
airdrops, pre-mine, bounties carried out by communities. However, the requirement will be that
the beneficiaries to free WIMT must register on all social media, write positive articles
marketing WIM philosophy, actively participate in the building of the WIM community by
recruiting members, they should be the early buyers to show the world how committed we are
to the project of empowering women. Late comers who will actively do like what these
members do to build WIM community will also be given free WIMT as per their contributions.
This will make late comers also have the same opportunity of benefiting like early birds.
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ERC20 Crowdsale Smart Contract will be from Tokengen, a tried and tested well
administered technology.

Figure 8:https://tokengen.io/pricing

Dates For Sales:
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B. Traditional Projects [Property, Mining, Farming, Industry, R & D]
Property

WIMS Funds will finance property development with women as primary focus. This will secure
investors. Blockchain solutions created at WIMS will solve problems of property supply chain.

Mining
Mining in many parts of the world needs capital and machinery. WIMS businesses will have to
invest in the primary industries.

Figure 9: The image shows how machinery is need to help countries develop
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Figure 10:http://www.thedcn.com.au/plenty-of-life-in-newcastle-coal-executive-says/

Farming

Figure10:https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjl67aYtpneAhVNUBoKHe
aWDHUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FWomen_in_agriculture_in_India&psig=AOvVaw3
ylRXC8IkXd87NOy72VrdH&ust=1540276118206146

Industries

Figure11:https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjpyIuBt5neAhVNQRoKHQ
oOB8gQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thejournal.ie%2F60-big-name-brands-continuing-to-use-sweatshop-labour130318-May2011%2F&psig=AOvVaw29b5zEg-FN-nmJVpU

WIMS billions of funds raised in ICOs will benefit women’s traditional industries which lack
funding through very low interests loans.
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Women In Data Science, AI, IoT and Robotics

The coming industries: IoT, Data Science, Artificial Intelligence and Robots are very popular and
WIMS will invest in these businesses too. This way woman will be assisted with funds and
training to run businesses in areas previously dominated by males.
Why? There are many ways of empowering women; this one defined by WIMS is unique:
Empower women with skills of making money, of business and of working with men by making
it profitable for men business to work with women.
Many ICOs are looking for money and most of them are done by techs and they really have no
holistic approach to world problems and as such their projects die with these ‘guys’.
WIMS values the centralized and the decentralized, values innovation and traditional
achievements, values all efforts to empower women but above all ushers a
comprehensive hacker proof non failing unstoppable conglomerate WIM Solutions.
Above all WIM will be a long lived symbol of women success stories.

K. WIMS Team
The project is run by the team below. The team has been streamlined as per performance.
We are dedicated to grow with hard workers.
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C. Legal Standing and Compliancy
WIMS is established in South Africa. Below is a quote on legal standing of South Africa, ‚In
December 2014 the Reserve Bank of South Africa issued a position paper on virtualcurrencies
whereby it declared that virtual currency had ‘no legal status or regulatory framework’.*23+ The
18
South African Revenue Service classified bitcoin as an intangible asset.[24] ”

Figure 11: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legality_of_bitcoin_by_country_or_territory#Southern_Africa

WIMS has set up a legal and compliancy department and will keep up to date with
regulations as per advice from Jamie Mckane’s article entitled ‘How to stay within the law and
buy Bitcoin in South Africa’19.
The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) classifies bitcoins as ‘cyber-tokens’ and as such are not
currency but digital assets.
As a summary,‛ The Reserve Bank further advised that it does not oversee, supervise or
regulate the virtual currency landscape, systems or intermediaries for effectiveness, soundness,
integrity or robustness. Consequently, any and all activities related to the acquisition, trading
or use of virtual currencies are performed at the end-user’s sole and independent risk and have
20
no recourse to the Reserve Bank‛ .
WIMS has a full time legal division which can be contacted using legal@wims.ioto handle
compliance matters throughout the world.

Roles and Duties
1. Technical and Development Team
Bernard Sibanda(Head Technical)
Bongiwe Sibanda Ottilia Sibanda

: BSC(c/c++, qt, Delphi, android c#, java, python, php,
mysql, ionic, java script, solidity, nodejs, vb.net) : BSC
Student(php, mysql, bootstrap, delphi) : BSC(Java,
c#, delphi, html, mysql)

2.Management & Administration
LandiweKhumalo(CEO)
Vicky Mantombi(Operations Manager)
ThandazileMkhwanazi(Administrator)
Bernard Sibanda(CTO)
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13. Advisors, Incubators, Mentors, Partner Companies
Satoshi, Tobb Technologies

L. Communications Emails
Chief Executive Officer
ceo@wims.io
Chief Financial Officer
cfo@wims.io
Chief Technology Officer
cto@wims.io
Legal and Compliance
legal@wims.io
Operations Manager
om@wims.io
M. Road

Map 2019

N. KYC/AML
Each WIMS member is responsible for complying with his/her country/region laws. WIMS is
international and all WIMS exchanges will FICA members as per international requirements.
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O. Security Policies
The illustration below shows security undertaking by WIMS ventures.
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P. SWOT
Strengths
WIMS is a collection of various traditional business activities, of blockchain and crypto ventures
for empowering women all over the world and as such, anyone anywhere will fit into one of
these because not all these are prohibited in all countries.
We have been working with women for almost 13 months. We have many volunteers
from women side. We are transparent, innovative and committed.
We as a community have been working as an online community for a long time and have
worked 24/7 support.
We have already about 4000 registered members in more than 5 different countries and most of
these women are active in stokvels.
WIMS does not only spread risks by diversifying blockchain activities but marries these to
traditional industries such as mining, farming, industries and property through very low
interests loans.

Weaknesses
We have limited financial resources and infrastructure. Many of old members will have
problems with blockchain technicalities and securities.

Opportunities
We have a unique area that needs to be solved and this present a good opportunity for
future blockchain businesses.

Threats
There are many competition organizations out there. Our strategy is not to focus on one area.
Below are challenges and possible solutions
a) Lack of technical skills among interested women will be addressed through training.
b) Lack of adequate finance will be addressed though ICOs.
c) Many women are house wives, full time workers, mothers and will be addressed by
creating women favorable environments.
d) Managing technological change will be addressed by creating many awareness conferences.
e) Security will be managed through training and outsourcing to established security
companies that meet WIMS principles.

Q. Partners
✓
✓

Tobb Technologies (Pty) Ltd
Satoshi (Pty) Ltd
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R. Summary
WIMS existence is born out of the need to empower women in a collective way to ensure that
the projects are sustainable for a long period and are backed and sponsored by governments
and international organizations.
As such WIMS cannot be anti-centralization and anti-decentralization. It takes best
practices from both worlds. A completely trustless world is possible.
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